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Unit One

Let’s Have A Party! (Festivals and Holidays) Present Simple And Present Continuous

Classroom and Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>And the winner is…</th>
<th>Ordering Festivals</th>
<th>How Much Is Your Love?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish Soup And Buffalo Racing</th>
<th>Me, Too!</th>
<th>Happy Birthday!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children’s Toys</th>
<th>Draw Your Name</th>
<th>Present Simple (Uint)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit One:

**Grammar and Vocabulary**
Identifying grammatical mistakes, brainstorming vocabulary, celebrations and festivals vocabulary, sales, merchandise and toys vocabulary, present simple, present continuous.

**Reading and Writing**
Understanding text organization, writing questions, collating and reporting information, scanning, practice text organization and sequencing skills, writing appropriate questions, reading to complete a summary, predicting, making comparisons, developing strategies to guess the meanings of unknown words, comprehension, designing a poster.

**Listening and Speaking**
Asking and answering questions, answering a questionnaire, listening for gist, listening for specific information, agreeing and disagreeing, retelling information, asking questions to find out information about someone, making comparisons to show similarity, ranking, discussion, debating a topic, planning and making decisions.

Classroom and Online Extra Resources

- **Turkeys Galore**
  - Instant Lesson and
  - Instant Workbook

- **Edinburgh Fringe Festival**
  Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson

- **Verb Forms: Perfect and Continuous**
  - Anna Grammar Worksheet
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Unit One: Let's Have A Party! (Festivals and Holidays) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom and Online Resources

- And the winner is ... - Instant Lesson
  Reading - Understanding text organization,
  Speaking - Asking and answering questions, answering a questionnaire
  Writing - Questions, collating and reporting information
  Vocabulary - Festivals, racing and gambling vocabulary
  Grammar - Identifying grammatical mistakes

- Ordering Festivals - Weekly Warmer
  Reading - Text organization and sequencing skills
  Vocabulary - Brainstorming vocabulary, festivals and special events vocabulary

- Fish Soup And Buffalo Racing - Instant Lesson
  Reading - Developing strategies to guess the meanings of unknown words, comprehension, completing a table of information
  Speaking - Retelling information, discussion
  Vocabulary - Brainstorming vocabulary, festivals vocabulary
  Grammar - Present simple tense, spelling of third person singular present simple verb forms

- Me, Too! - Weekly Warmer
  Speaking - Asking questions to find out information about someone, making comparisons to show similarity

- Draw Your Name - Weekly Warmer
  Speaking - Asking questions
  Vocabulary - Revising vocabulary items to work something out

- Children's Toys - Instant Lesson
  Reading - Predicting, skimming, completing a table, 
  Speaking - Ranking, discussion, debate, planning & making decisions
  Writing - Designing a poster
  Vocabulary - Sales and merchandise, toys and birthday
  Grammar - Present simple and present continuous tenses

- Happy Birthday! - Instant Lesson
  Reading - Scanning, completing a summary, predicting,
  Speaking - Agreeing and disagreeing
  Listening - Listening for gist, listening for specific information
  Writing - Writing appropriate questions, making comparisons
  Vocabulary - Festivals vocabulary, collocations

Extra Resources Include:

- Turkeys Galore - Instant Lesson
  Reading - Finding the meanings of unknown words, comprehension, completing a table of information
  Speaking - Describing symbols, festivals and special days, making a phone call, describing a problem and asking for help
  Listening - Listening for gist
  Writing - Writing sentences using conjunctions although and even though
  Vocabulary - Holiday vocabulary, synonyms,
  Grammar - Punctuation: apostrophes to show possession, although and even though

- Turkeys Galore - Instant Workbook
  Reading - Reading Cloze
  Vocabulary - Celebrations vocabulary

Extra Help for Teachers

- Verb Forms – Perfect and Continuous - Anna Grammar
  Grammar - Perfect and continuous verb forms

Edinburgh Fringe Festival
A look at the world’s biggest arts festival of comedy, music and drama that attracts thousands from around the world and write a review.

Skills: Editing extra words, listening, writing a review, answering multiple choice questions, matching key sentence halves, grammar - using prepositions.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.

For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com

Present Simple – Upper Int Anna Grammar Worksheet
Grammar - Present simple tense
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Unit Two

That’s Quite Amazing - (Science and Technology) - Present Perfect

Classroom And Online Resources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Super Appliances</th>
<th>Present Perfect - (UpInt)</th>
<th>Giant Vending Machine Opens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have you ever…?</th>
<th>Blind as a Bat</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Exchange</th>
<th>Verb forms</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Instant Workbook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Two:

Grammar and Vocabulary
Present perfect simple and past simple, present perfect continuous, present simple vs present perfect simple machines, inventions

Reading and Writing
Scanning, checking information, making notes, using context to guess meanings of new words, writing a description, sequencing, completing a table of information

Speaking and Listening
Talking about past experiences, advertisements: persuading, describing, discussion, talking about hypothetical situations, making a joint decision, listening for specific information

Classroom and Online Extra Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cleaning Up Their Acts</th>
<th>Brain Fingerprinting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
<td>Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Verb Forms - Present Perfect
- Anna Grammar
Unit Two: That’s Quite Amazing - (Science and technology) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

Super Appliances - Instant lesson

Reading - Answering a questionnaire, scanning, checking information, making notes
Writing - Describing something
Vocabulary - Machines vocabulary
Grammar - Comparing the simple past and present perfect simple

Super Fridge - Instant Workbook

Reading - Reading comprehension
Grammar - Verb forms

Have you ever…? - Weekly Warmer

Speaking - Talking about past experiences.
Grammar - Present perfect and past simple. Developing an understanding of difference between the two tenses.

Internet Exchange - Instant lesson

Reading - Predicting, using context to guess meanings of new words, scanning, true or false questions, sequencing
Writing - Completing a table of information
Speaking - Discussion, talking about hypothetical situations, reading aloud, making a joint decision
Listening - For specific information
Vocabulary - Consumers and the Internet vocabulary
Grammar - Present simple vs present perfect simple

Anna Worksheet - Present Perfect (Upperint)

Grammar - Present perfect simple and continuous

Blind as a Bat - Instant lesson

Reading - Scanning, using context to guess meanings of unknown words, comprehension, using reference words
Speaking - Making an advertisement - persuading, describing
Vocabulary - Inventions, idioms and phrases with word 'blind'

Verb Forms – Present Perfect - Instant Workbook

Grammar - Choosing the correct verb form; present perfect simple or past simple

Extra resources Include:

Cleaning Up their Acts - Instant lesson
Reading - Multiple choice questions, completing a table of information, understanding process, understanding a diagram
Speaking - Giving an opinion
Listening - Listening for information
Writing - Writing a response
Vocabulary - Waste management, recycling,
Grammar - Adverb: also

Cleaning Up Their Acts - Instant Workbook
Reading - Text ordering, reading comprehension, matching items
Vocabulary - Recycling and waste

Help for Teachers
Verb Forms – Present Perfect - Anna Grammar
Grammar - Present perfect

A Phenomenon Called Aspect - Anna Grammar
Grammar - Perfect and continuous tenses

Brain Fingerprinting

Used to find out whether a suspect has specific knowledge of a crime and may become a powerful weapon in fighting crime. Learn about this new technique and analyse graphs for a report on criminal activity and the numbers of criminals in prisons.

Skills: Analysing graphs, writing a Task 1 report, sentence transformations, reading for specific information.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com
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Unit Three

Having Fun - (Sport And Leisure) - Past simple, past continuous, past perfect

Classroom and Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Women’s Sport</th>
<th>Past Simple And Past Continuous</th>
<th>Let The Games Expand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet (upper int)</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idioms – True And False – Sport</td>
<td>Goooooooollllllll!</td>
<td>Past Perfect Simple and Past Perfect Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too Much TV Bad For Kids?</td>
<td>Telling A Story</td>
<td>Anna Grammar Practice Spot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Error – The Past Perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Three:

**Grammar and Vocabulary**
Sports, football and exercise vocabulary, *like* to express similarity, television vocabulary, past simple, past continuous tenses, *when* and *while*, past perfect simple, past perfect continuous tense, spotting grammatical errors

**Reading and Writing**
Comprehension, using context to guess meanings of words, reading for specific information, true, false or not given, writing questions, completing a headline, sequencing events, matching information

**Speaking and Listening**
Discussion, dictating a text, asking and answering questions, role play – expressing an opinion, ranking information, agreeing and disagreeing

Classroom and Online Extra Resources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mirrors Not Required</th>
<th>David Beckham, England’s Precious Export</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
<td>Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Cup ‘Sickness’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletes At Risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unit Three: Having Fun (Sport and Leisure) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

A Women’s Sport - Instant lesson
Reading - Using context to guess meanings, reading for specific information, true, false or not given
Speaking - Discussion, dictating a text
Vocabulary - Sports vocabulary, surfing vocabulary
Grammar - like to express similarity
Idioms - True And False - Sport - Weekly Warmer
Speaking - Learning and Sharing Ideas

Past Simple & Past Continuous - Anna Grammar
Grammar - Past simple, past continuous tenses

Goooooooaaaaaal! - Instant lesson
Reading - Sequencing, reading for specific information, using the context to guess the meaning of words,
Speaking - Ranking information, agreeing and disagreeing
Writing - Completing a headline
Vocabulary - Football and sporting vocabulary
Grammar - Past simple and past continuous tenses, when and while

Too Much TV Bad For Kids? - Instant lesson
Reading - True, false or not given, writing questions, understanding the main idea
Speaking - Discussion, role play – expressing an opinion
Writing - A discursive essay
Vocabulary - Television vocabulary
Grammar - Past simple tense

Telling A Story - Weekly Warmer
Reading - Ordering a text
Grammar - Past simple, past continuous and past perfect
Vocabulary - Sporting vocabulary

Let The Games Expand - Instant lesson
Reading - Matching information, reading for information, choosing a headline
Speaking - Discussion, comparing ideas
Vocabulary - Sports vocabulary
Grammar - Simple past tense, regular and irregular verbs

Extra Resources Include:

Mirrors Not Required - Instant lesson
Reading - True, false or not given, completing sentences, writing questions
Speaking - Encouraging and discouraging, asking and answering questions
Vocabulary - Sports and exercise vocabulary
Grammar - Superlative adjectives

World Cup Sickness - Instant Workbook
Vocabulary - Sporting vocabulary
Grammar - Past simple: regular and irregular verb forms

David Beckham, England’s Precious Export
David Beckham is more than a superstar footballer; he is now a lifestyle and among England’s most precious commodities. However, are salaries paid to employees an accurate reflection of their value to society? Are sports people and movie stars are paid too much?

Skills: Answering short answer and true, false not given questions, writing a task 2 essay giving your opinion, grammar - choosing the correct verb form.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com.
Changes (Relationships, Careers and Images) - Expressing Quantity

Skills covered in Unit Four:

**Grammar and Vocabulary**
Expressing quantity: *some, any, a few, few, little, a little, lots of, a lot of, either, neither, both* divorce, marriage, research, weddings, statistics, *money, careers, finance, cooking, countable and uncountable nouns, prepositions*

**Reading and Writing**
Finding information, predicting, interpreting a graph, finding the main idea, scanning, summarizing, writing a persuasive essay, using context to guess meanings of unknown words, comprehension, completing a graph

**Speaking and Listening**
Expressing a personal opinion, discussing and sharing ideas, making a speech, cloze listening, matching information, asking and answering questions

Classroom and Online Extra Resources:

- Each and every
  - Anna Grammar Worksheet
- Someone and somebody
  - Anna Grammar
- Quantifiers lots and a lot of
  - Anna Grammar
- Divorce Research
  - Instant Lesson & Instant Workbook
- Lifetime Employment?
  - Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson
Unit Four: Changes (Relationships, Careers and Images) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

Lost in the Big Apple - Instant lesson
- **Reading**: Skimming, completing a table
- **Listening**: Cloze listening
- **Writing**: Writing a definition
- **Speaking**: Solving a problem
- **Vocabulary**: Honesty, adjectives describing behavior
- **Grammar**: Quantity - much, many, a lot of, lots of, plenty

Kiss and Tell: Idioms - Weekly Warmer
- **Vocabulary**: Love and separation idioms
- **Speaking**: Discussing, explaining and sharing ideas

The cost of tying the knot - Instant lesson
- **Reading**: Finding the main idea, scanning, summarizing, matching information, asking and answering questions
- **Writing**: Writing a persuasive essay
- **Vocabulary**: Marriage, weddings, money

The cost of tying the knot - Instant Workbook
- **Reading**: Interpreting a graph
- **Vocabulary**: Marriage, statistics

Something's cooking for career changers - Instant lesson
- **Reading**: Using context to guess meanings of unknown words, comprehension, summarizing, using textual information to complete a graph
- **Vocabulary**: Careers, finance, cooking, food items

The Fat Jab - Instant lesson
- **Reading**: Finding the main idea, completing a diagram, comprehension
- **Speaking**: Sharing information
- **Vocabulary**: Matching words and meanings, food vocabulary
- **Grammar**: Countable and uncountable nouns, quantifiers

Quantifiers Upper Int - Anna Grammar Worksheet
- **Grammar**: Determiners: some, a few, few, little, a little, lots of, a lot of, both, neither, either

Help for Teachers & Extra Resources:
- **Someone and somebody - Anna Grammar**
- **Quantifiers lots and a lot of - Anna Grammar**
- **Each and every - Anna Grammar**

Divorce Research - Instant lesson
- **Reading**: Choosing a definition, finding information, predicting
- **Listening**: Cloze listening
- **Speaking**: Discussing, making a speech
- **Vocabulary**: Divorce, marriage, research
- **Grammar**: Expressing quantity

Divorce Research - Instant Workbook
- **Writing**: Interpreting a graph

Lifetime Employment?
This lesson looks at jobs in Japan and the growing number of young Japanese who are opting to become “freeters” - workers who shun traditional life-time employment, often work part-time and happily flit from job to job. Has lifetime employment become old-fashioned?

**Skills**: Editing grammatical errors, reconstructing sentences, listening to a conversation, writing an essay giving your opinion, completing an essay using correct word forms.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership. For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com.
# What Will the Future Hold? (Futuristic inventions and the Future) - Future forms

## Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Brand New Fish</th>
<th>The future - revision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
<td>Anna Grammar Worksheet (upper int)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space For Rent</th>
<th>The future perfect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
<td>Anna Grammar Worksheet (upper int)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What's This In My Yogurt?</th>
<th>Teen offenders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
<td>Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Skills covered in Unit Five:

**Grammar And Vocabulary**
Word classes, *will* as a future form, biological and scientific terms, prepositions, the future perfect, travel and outer space vocabulary, food and food safety vocabulary, future continuous, *will* and *going to*, the present continuous for future arrangements, future continuous, the present simple (timetables) car parts vocabulary

**Reading And Writing**
Skimming, completing a table of information, answering true, false or not given questions, reading for specific information, summarizing, predicting, completing a quiz, finding the main idea, following instructions and finding information to complete a puzzle, making predictions using the future perfect

**Listening And Speaking**
Brainstorming and listing ideas, conducting an interview, expressing an opinion, discussion, answering a questionnaire, listening for specific information

---

### Classroom and Online Extra Resources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safer Cars for Pedestrians</th>
<th>Space Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
<td>Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“I will” and “I’m going to”
- Anna Grammar
Unit Five: What will the future hold? (Futuristic inventions and the Future) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

**A Brand New Fish - Instant lesson**
*Reading* - Skimming, completing a table of information, answering true, false or not given questions
*Speaking* - Brainstorming and listing ideas, conducting an interview, expressing an opinion
*Vocabulary* - Biological and scientific terms
*Grammar* - Prepositions, ‘will’ as a future form

**Space For Rent - Instant lesson**
*Reading* - Reading for specific information, summarizing
*Speaking* - Discussion, answering a questionnaire
*Writing* - Writing predictions using the future perfect
*Vocabulary* - Travel
*Grammar* - Future perfect

**What’s This in My Yogurt? - Instant Lesson**
*Reading* - Completing a quiz, finding the main idea, following instructions and finding information to complete a puzzle,
*Speaking* - Conducting an interview
*Listening* - Listening for specific information
*Vocabulary* - Food and food safety vocabulary
*Grammar* - ‘will’ as a future form

**The Future - Revision - Anna Grammar Worksheet - upper int**
*Grammar* - Will and going to, present simple, present continuous (future arrangements), future continuous, future perfect

**The Future Perfect - Anna Grammar Worksheet - upper int**
*Grammar* - Future perfect, future perfect continuous

Extra Resources Include:

### Safer Cars For Pedestrians - Instant Lesson
*Reading* - Predicting, true, false or not given questions, understanding the main idea
*Listening* - Listening for specific information
*Vocabulary* - Car parts vocabulary
*Grammar* - Prepositions

### Extra Help For Teachers:

"I will" and “I’m going to” - Anna Grammar
*Grammar* - Will, going to, future continuous, present continuous

### Space Research
Some people believe governments spend too much money on space research while there are still a lot of problems on Earth. This lesson looks at space research and budgets. What do you think?

**Skills:** Understand vocabulary through context, complete a summary, match paragraphs and headings, complete an essay giving your opinion using the correct discourse markers.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com

---
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Unit Six

Rights and Responsibilities (International issues) - Relative clauses, participles

Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treaty Against Smoking</th>
<th>Anna Grammar Worksheet - Relative Clauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet (upper int)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor Debate</th>
<th>Participles –ed or –ing?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
<td>- Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dignity in Dying</th>
<th>&quot;ed&quot; and &quot;ing&quot; Adjectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet (upper int)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Ball Toss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Six:

**Grammar And Vocabulary**

Smoking, health, international policy, relative clauses – defining and non-defining clauses, statistics, the environment, prefixes and suffixes, present participles, participle forms

**Reading And Writing**

Completing a headline, scanning, checking information, finding the main idea, comprehension, interpreting information, adding information using a relative clause, writing a letter expressing an opinion, writing definitions, writing a persuasive essay

**Speaking and Listening**

Discussion, exchanging information, describing a picture, listening for main points and details, debating

Classroom and Online Extra Resources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Young Smokers Find A Way</th>
<th>Laws Against Passive Smoking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
<td>- Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Unit Six: Rights And Responsibilities (International issues) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

International Treaty Against Smoking - Instant lesson

- Reading - Completing a headline, scanning, checking information
- Speaking - Discussion, exchanging information, describing a picture
- Vocabulary - Smoking, health, international policy
- Grammar - Relative clauses: defining and non-defining clauses, who, which, that, where

Dignity in Dying - Instant lesson

- Reading - Skimming, answering true or false questions, completing a table of information
- Speaking - Discussion, debate
- Writing - Writing definitions, writing a persuasive essay
- Vocabulary - Bureaucratic and legal vocabulary
- Grammar - Relative pronouns who, which, that, where, whose, defining and non-defining clauses

Donor Debate - Instant Lesson

- Reading - Understanding the main idea, understanding viewpoints, summarizing
- Speaking - Discussion
- Writing - Writing a letter expressing an opinion
- Vocabulary - Deducing meanings from words in context, bureaucratic vocabulary

Extra Resources Include:

- Young Smokers Find A Way - Instant Lesson
  - Reading - Scanning, completing a table of information, understanding statistical information
  - Speaking - Discussion
  - Listening - Cloze listening
  - Vocabulary - Trends, smoking, crime, the law
  - Grammar - Prepositions used in describing trends

- Young Smokers Find A Way - Instant Workbook
  - Writing - Completing a report describing a graph
  - Listening - Ordering a text, completing a cloze

Laws Against Passive Smoking

We look at the effects of passive smoking and some recent law changes regarding smoking.

Skills: Writing a Task two essay, listening, matching missing sentences, completing a summary, grammar - gerund or infinitive?

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email sales@english-to-go.com
Skills covered in Unit Seven:

**Grammar And Vocabulary**
Verb patterns, storms vocabulary, idioms connected with the weather, Gerunds or infinitives: verbs that take the infinitive, verbs that take the gerund, used to / be/get used to, punctuating direct speech, learning idioms, animal and tourism vocabulary, adverbs – time, spend + object + -ing form, spend + preposition, word order.

**Reading And Writing**
Matching information, scanning, completing sentences, true or false questions, completing a description, comprehension, working out the meanings of words using the context, reading for specific information, writing a factual description, predicting, writing a diary entry, completing a diagram with correct information, reading and notetaking.

**Speaking and Listening**
Discussion, listening for specific information, describing an event, making an advertisement, asking and answering questions, listening for exact information, listening comprehension, listening and checking information.
Unit Seven: Our Natural World (Animals, plants and the weather) - Resources Listed With Skills

**Classroom And Online Resources**

**Lightning Safety - Instant lesson**
- **Reading** - Matching information, scanning, completing sentences, true or false questions
- **Speaking** - Discussion
- **Vocabulary** - Storms, idioms connected with the weather
- **Grammar** - Verb patterns with need, recommend, advise

**Gone to the Dogs - Instant lesson**
- **Reading** - Scanning, true or false, completing sentences
- **Speaking** - Brainstorming, discussion, persuading someone to do something
- **Vocabulary** - Animal, accommodation and sales vocabulary
- **Grammar** - Verb patterns: verbs that take an object and a to-infinitive

**Gone to the Dogs - Instant Workbook**
- **Reading** - Short answers, scanning
- **Vocabulary** - Adverbs, synonyms

**Hiss - Instant Lesson**
- **Reading** - Completing a description, comprehension, reading for specific information
- **Speaking** - Asking and answering questions
- **Writing** - Writing a factual description
- **Vocabulary** - Working out the meanings of words using the context, snakes and tourism vocabulary

**24-Hour Plane Delay - Instant lesson**
- **Reading** - Comprehension, predicting
- **Speaking** - Describing an event, making an advertisement
- **Listening** - Listening for exact information
- **Vocabulary** - Travel, adverbs
- **Grammar** - Time, spend + object + preposition

**24-Hour Plane Delay - Instant Workbook**
- **Vocabulary** - Word order, spend + object + -ing form, spend + preposition, text completion
- **Listening** - Short answers, cloze

**Anna Grammar Worksheet - Verb Patterns**
- **Grammar** - Verbs that take the infinitive, verbs that take the gerund, verbs that take either with no difference in meaning

**Gerunds and infinitives - Instant Workbook**
- **Grammar** - Identifying errors in sentences

**True and False – Insects and Animals - Weekly Warmer**
- **Speaking** - Discussing and sharing ideas
- **Vocabulary** - Idioms

**Extra Resources Include:**
- **Old Diapers To New Uses - Instant Lesson**
- **Old Diapers To New Uses - Instant Workbook**
- **24-Hour Plane Delay - Instant Workbook**
- **Hiss - Instant Lesson**
- **Madagascar - Instant Lesson**
- **Pacific Weather Patterns - Instant Workbook**
- **Hurricanes - facts and predictions**
  - A look at facts about hurricanes and predictions about their strength and frequency.
  - **Skills:** Answering True, False, Not Given, Completing a table, Listening, Describing a graph, Writing a Task 1 essay, Matching paragraphs and headlines

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com
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Unit Eight

How Healthy Are You? (Health issues) - Modals

Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive to Vaccinate More Healthcare Workers</td>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Phone Health Question</td>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Stress Health Woes</td>
<td>Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believing the Web</td>
<td>Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Grammar Worksheet - Modal Auxiliary Verbs</td>
<td>Anna Grammar Worksheet (upper int)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australians Slip, Slop, Slap</td>
<td>Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move Your Body</td>
<td>Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligation - Anna Grammar Practice</td>
<td>Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Eight:

Grammar And Vocabulary
Health and scientific vocabulary, may, might, may not, might not, possibility, suffixes, body parts and movement verbs, identifying grammatical errors, should, shouldn’t, have to, don’t have to, had to, must, may, can

Reading And Writing
Recording statistical information, predicting, comprehension, guessing meanings of words using the context, writing a brochure, understanding the main idea, matching information, completing an interview with factual information from the text, writing a letter containing factual information, reading about a process, true, false or not given, scanning, comprehension, choosing the best headline, sequencing

Speaking and Listening
Summarizing, listening and note taking, interview – intonation and pronunciation practice, conducting an interview, brainstorming, talking about hypothetical situations, giving advice, expressing opinions

Online Extra Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modal Verbs - Anna Grammar Practice</td>
<td>Modal Verbs - Anna Grammar Practice - Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Stress - the Causes and Effects</td>
<td>Work Stress - the Causes and Effects - Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unit Eight: How Healthy is your lifestyle? (Health issues) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

Drive to vaccinate more healthcare workers - Instant lesson
- **Reading** - Understanding the main idea, sequencing, checking information
- **Speaking** - Expressing opinions, giving reasons, discussion
- **Writing** - Writing recommendations and suggestions using modal verbs
- **Vocabulary** - Health
- **Grammar** - Modals - *should, have to, must and mustn’t*

Mobile Phone Health Question - Instant lesson
- **Reading** - Predicting, comprehension, summarizing
- **Listening** - Note taking
- **Writing** - Recording statistical information, writing a brochure
- **Vocabulary** - Health vocabulary
- **Grammar** - Modal verbs: *may, might, may not, might not, possibility*

Work Stress Health Woes - Instant Lesson
- **Reading** - Completing a description, comprehension, reading for specific information
- **Speaking** - Asking and answering questions
- **Writing** - Writing a factual description
- **Vocabulary** - Working out the meanings of words using the context, snakes and tourism vocabulary

Work Stress Health Woes - Instant Workbook
- **Reading** - Short answers, scanning
- **Vocabulary** - Adverbs, synonymns

Believing the Web - Instant Workbook
- **Reading** - Multiple choice
- **Grammar** - Editing - finding extra words

Anna Grammar Worksheet - Modal Auxiliary Verbs
- **Grammar** - Modal verbs: *should, shouldn’t, have to, don’t have to, had to, must, may, can*

Obligation - Anna Grammar Practice
- **Grammar** - Using *must* and *have to*

Slip Slop Slap - Instant Lesson
- **Reading** - Answering true or false questions, reading for details, matching information, ordering information
- **Speaking** - Role-playing
- **Grammar** - Prepositions

Move Your Body - Weekly Warmer
- **Reading** - Following instructions
- **Vocabulary** - Verbs of movement, body parts

Extra Resources Include:
- **Modal Verbs - Anna Grammar Practice** - Instant Workbook
- **Grammar** - Spots grammatical mistakes in context

Believing the Web - Instant Workbook

Work Stress - the Causes and Effects
We look at stress in the workplace, a familiar feature of 21st century life as we are forced to do more work in the same number of hours. Read about the ways some have found to reduce its effects.

**Skills:** Summarising paragraphs, interpreting information on a bar graph, spotting mistakes in a task 1 report, completing a cloze, writing a cause and effect task 2 essay.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com
Unit Nine

It Could Kill You! (Environmental Concerns) - Reported Speech

Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sea Refugees</th>
<th>Keeping The River Flowing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pacific Islands Sinking</th>
<th>Chain of Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Workbook</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Crisis</th>
<th>Global Warming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Workbook</td>
<td>- Max Vocab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Nine:

Grammar And Vocabulary
Environmental and scientific vocabulary, direct and indirect speech, identifying grammatical errors, reported speech

Reading And Writing
Practising indirect speech, listening comprehension, listening and filling gaps, discussion

Speaking and Listening
Understanding the main idea, scanning, comprehension, ordering sentences, predicting from a headline, reading to complete a table of information

Online Extra Resources
Cleaning Up Their Acts - Lord Howe Island
- Instant Workbook

Water Drying Up
- Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson
Unit Nine: It Could kill You (Environmental Concerns) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

Sea Refugees - Instant lesson
Reading - Comprehension, answering true, false or not given questions, completing a diagram
Speaking - Discussion
Writing - Reporting what others say
Vocabulary - Environmental and scientific vocabulary
Grammar - Direct and reported speech
Listening - Note taking

Pacific Islands Sinking - Instant Workbook
Writing - Writing a letter of protest, ordering sentences
Grammar - Identifying grammatical errors

Keeping The River Flowing - Instant lesson
Reading - Answering true or false questions, comprehension, reading carefully, testing general knowledge
Speaking - Discussion
Vocabulary - Environmental vocabulary
Grammar - Direct and reported speech

Water Crisis - Instant lesson
Reading - Predicting from a headline, reading to complete a table of information, ordering sentence fragments
Speaking - Discussion
Writing - Designing a poster, writing a slogan
Vocabulary - Environmental and scientific vocabulary
Grammar - Identifying grammatical errors

Chain of Command - Weekly Warmer
Speaking - Giving direct commands, reporting,
Listening - Comprehending and obeying commands
Grammar - Revising reported speech

A Vocabulary Worksheet - Global Warming
Reading - Reading definitions
Vocabulary - Environmental words

Extra Resources Include:
Cleaning Up Their Acts - Lord Howe Island - Instant Workbook
Reading - comprehension, inserting missing text
Writing - text ordering
Vocabulary - matching

Water Drying Up
"Water is an inalienable human right. Water is life." Many believe water is a far more important commodity than the oil and must not be allowed to become another cause for conflict as shortages grow in the coming decades.

Skills: Listening, sentence transformations, grammar - multiple choice, completing a summary, completing a cloze.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com
Living English - Course
Upper-Intermediate

Unit Ten

How Good Is Your Memory? (Education) - Language for habits and routines

Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changing Careers</th>
<th>Battling the Ban</th>
<th>I used to be...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lying College Students</th>
<th>Anna Grammar Worksheet - Habits</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethical Education</th>
<th>“Adverbs of Frequency” - Worksheet</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Ten:

Grammar And Vocabulary
Work, education, study and corporate vocabulary, comparing two different things, prepositions, synonyms, scientific research vocabulary, adverbs of frequency, used to… and past simple to describe past habits and states, present continuous to describe annoying habits, will and would to describe habits, synonyms

Reading And Writing
Reading for specific information, writing questions, identifying factual errors, completing a table of information, finding evidence, categorizing words, comprehension, true, false or not given questions, finding the main idea, writing a letter apologizing and requesting something, using context to guess the meanings of words, scanning, writing definitions, writing an argumentative essay, writing a biography

Speaking and Listening
Ranking information, agreeing and disagreeing, dictation – intonation and pronunciation, listening and writing, discussing an issue, role play: making excuses, talking about habitual actions, listening and filling gaps in a text

Online Extra Resources

Feeling Forgetful
- Instant Lesson

Tom Brown’s Schooldays
- Instant Workbook

History - the Key to the Past and Future?
- Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson
Unit Ten: How Good is Your Memory? (Education) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

Changing Careers - Instant lesson
Reading - Reading for specific information, identifying factual errors, completing a table of information, finding evidence
Speaking - Ranking information, agreeing and disagreeing
Listening - Dictation – intonation and pronunciation,
Writing - Writing questions
Vocabulary - Work, education and corporate vocabulary
Grammar - Comparing two different things

Lying College Students - Instant lesson
Reading - Categorizing words, comprehension, true, false or not given questions, finding the main idea
Listening - Discussing an issue, role play: making excuses
Writing - Writing a letter apologizing and requesting
Vocabulary - Education vocabulary
Grammar - Prepositions

Battling the Ban - Instant Lesson
Reading - Brainstorming, discussing pros and cons, answering true or false questions, completing a table of
Vocabulary - Education vocabulary
Grammar - Using present simple, present continuous and will/won't to describe present habits

“Adverbs of Frequency” - Worksheet
Speaking - Answering questions,
Vocabulary - Education vocabulary
Grammar - Adverbs of frequency

I used to be… - Weekly Warmer
Reading - Ordering texts
Speaking - Describing study habits, describing past and present habits
Grammar - Used to to express a past habit
Vocabulary - Language learning vocabulary

Ethical Education - Instant lesson
Reading - Understanding the main idea, answering true, false or not given questions
Speaking - Discussion
Writing - Composing a questionnaire
Grammar - Would, past simple and used to to describe habits

Anna Grammar Worksheet - Habits
Grammar - Present continuous, present simple, would and will, used to, past simple

Extra Resources Include:
Felling Forgetful - Instant Lesson
Vocabulary - Using context to guess the meanings of words
Reading - scanning, answering a quiz
Speaking - Discussion
Vocabulary - Study and scientific research vocabulary

Tom Brown's Schooldays - Instant Workbook
Grammar - "used to"
Listening - multiple choice

History - the Key to the Past and Future?
The higher the grade and closer a student was to voting age, the lower the understanding of U.S. history”. The U.S. Education Secretary states, “It is through history that we understand our past and contemplate our future? yet many seniors ?know so little about their nation’s history and express so little capacity to reflect on its meaning?. Is an understanding of history necessary in today’s world?

Skills: Answering True, False or Not Given questions, writing a report, analysing tables and statistics, grammar - prepositions in context.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.
For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com
Unit Eleven

Let's Go Shopping (Shopping and Consumer issues) - Conditionals

Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disappearing Fish</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Chinese Medicine</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heady Scents</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemstones</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One upmanship</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopper Guilt</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Grammar Worksheet - Conditionals</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Results Too Good</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson &amp; Instant Workbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Eleven:

**Grammar And Vocabulary**
First conditional, shopping, finding grammatical errors, expressions used with ‘put’, consumers, marketing, medicinal remedies, vocabulary related to perfume, alcohol, preposition ‘of’, spotting mistakes in conditional sentences, phrasal verbs, zero, first, second and third conditionals

**Reading And Writing**
Completing a table of information, deciding whether information is true or false, writing a short report using data, predicting from the headline, completing a table of information, writing questions, true, false or not given questions, finding the main idea, filling the gaps, making notes

**Speaking and Listening**
Making suggestions, agreeing and disagreeing, using a survey to ask questions, discussion, asking and answering questions to complete a jigsaw reading, listening for specific information, listening to connected speech, discussing preferences, listening for differences

Online Extra Resources

- Anna Grammar - conditional sentences
  - Instant Workbook
- Thief Trapped in Elevator
  - Instant Workbook
- Fashion - Do You Care?
  - Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson
Unit Eleven: Let's Go Shopping (Shopping and Consumer issues) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

**Shopper Guilt** - Instant lesson

*Reading* - Completing a table of information, deciding whether information is true or false

*Speaking* - Using a survey to ask questions

*Writing* - Writing a short report using data

*Vocabulary* - Shopping

*Grammar* - First conditional

**Disappearing Fish** - Instant lesson

*Reading* - Scanning, reading for specific information, answering true or false questions

*Speaking* - Asking and answering questions, discussion, brainstorming, roleplaying and expressing an opinion

*Vocabulary* - Seafood and retail vocabulary

*Grammar* - Preposition revision, first conditional

**Disappearing Fish** - Instant Workbook

*Listening* - Summarising, ordering a text

**Traditional Chinese Medicine** - Instant Lesson

*Reading* - Predicting from the headline, completing a table of information, true, false or not given questions

*Speaking* - Discussion, asking and answering questions

*Writing* - Writing questions

*Vocabulary* - Expressions used with 'put', consumers, marketing, medicinal remedies

*Grammar* - Finding grammatical errors

**Traditional Chinese Medicine** - Instant Workbook

*Vocabulary* - Phrasal verbs, consumers, remedies

**Heady Scents** - Instant lesson

*Reading* - Finding the main idea, filling the gaps

*Speaking* - Discussing preferences, surveying other students, reading a dialogue, intonation, working collaboratively to design a product

*Writing* - Making notes

*Vocabulary* - Vocabulary related to perfume, alcohol

*Grammar* - Preposition 'of'

**Heady Scents** - Instant Workbook

*Listening* - Listening for specific information

**Survey Results Too Good** - Instant lesson

*Reading* - Comprehension, finding information, sequencing, true, false or not given questions

*Speaking* - Discussion

*Listening* - Listening for differences

*Grammar* - Passive, first, second and third conditionals

**Survey Results Too Good** - Instant Workbook

*Listening* - Listening for specific information

*Grammar* - Active or passive

**Gemstones - Weekly Warmer**

*Speaking* - Making suggestions, agreeing and disagreeing

*Grammar* - First conditional

**One Upmanship - Weekly Warmer**

*Grammar* - Second conditional

**Anna Grammar Worksheet - Conditionals**

*Grammar* - Reviews conditional rules

**Extra Resources Include:**

Anna Grammar - conditional sentences - Instant Workbook

Grammar - Conditional sentences

Thief Trapped in Elevator - Instant Workbook

Grammar - Third conditional

---

**Fashion - Do You Care?**

Do you hate shopping, do you have time or would you rather be seen with last year’s clothes? What style of clothes do you prefer to wear and is fashion important to you?

**Skills:** Writing an article giving your opinion, using phrasal verbs, grammar - editing extra words, vocabulary - matching synonyms, answering True, False, Not Given questions.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.

For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com
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Unit Twelve

How Do We Get There? (Travel and transport) - definite, indefinite and zero articles

Classroom And Online Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hello is that travel dot.com?</th>
<th>Eavesdropping</th>
<th>Articles?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
<td>- Anna Grammar Worksheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beijing Driving Guide</th>
<th>Make a Choice: Transport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Weekly Warmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head Room For Cyclists</th>
<th>Safer Cars For Pedestrian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
<td>- Instant Lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Skills covered in Unit Twelve:

Grammar And Vocabulary
Travel and air travel vocabulary, transport and driving vocabulary, polysemy - words with more than one meaning, using a dictionary, definite articles, indefinite articles and zero articles

Reading And Writing
Scanning, using the context to guess meanings, reading for specific information, reading for gist, scanning, reading for detail, checking information, writing a description of an object, understanding the headline, text organization, reading and selecting items from a quiz, filling gaps, matching sentence halves, pairwork reading.

Speaking and Listening
Making small talk, talking about different types of transport, giving reasons, ranking information, listening for gist, brainstorming advantages and disadvantages, giving instructions, role play: giving solutions from a particular point of view, listening and following instructions, arguing for and against something, listening and filling gaps, discussion

Online Extra Resources

The Shape of Things to Come
- Instant Lesson & Instant Workbook

Global Bicycle Thieves
- Instant Lesson

Hong Kong’s colourful rickshaws reach end of road
- Selfaccess.com - online selfstudy lesson
Unit Twelve: How Do We Get There? (Travel) - Resources Listed With Skills

Classroom And Online Resources

**Beijing Driving Guide - Instant lesson**
*Reading* - Filling gaps, matching sentence halves, pairwork
*Speaking* - Discussion
*Vocabulary* - Driving, transport

**Beijing Driving Guide - Instant Workbook**
*Vocabulary* - Driving
*Grammar* - Definite, indefinite and zero articles
*Listening* - Listening and gap fill

**Hello is that travel dot.com? - Instant lesson**
*Reading* - Finding the main idea, sequencing
*Speaking* - Making a list, agreeing and disagreeing
*Vocabulary* - Travel vocabulary

**Safer Cars For Pedestrians - Instant Lesson**
*Reading* - Reading and notetaking
*Speaking* - Discussion
*Listening* - Listening and gap fill
*Vocabulary* - Transport vocabulary
*Grammar* - Zero, definite and indefinite articles

**Head Room For Cyclists - Instant Lesson**
*Reading* - Finding the main idea, completing a summary
*Speaking* - Brainstorming, agreeing and disagreeing, giving an opinion, telling a story
*Listening* - Listening for understanding
*Vocabulary* - Travel and transport vocabulary
*Grammar* - Definite and indefinite articles

**Make a Choice: Transport - Weekly Warmer**
*Speaking* - Discussing and expressing opinions, making choices
*Vocabulary* - Transport words

**Eavesdropping - Weekly Warmer**
*Speaking* - Making small talk

**Definite and Indefinite Articles and the Zero**
*Article - Anna Grammar Worksheet*
*Grammar* - Reviews article rules

Extra Resources Include:

**The Shape of Things to Come - Instant Lesson**
*Reading* - Scanning, reading for detail
*Speaking* - Brainstorming advantages and disadvantages, giving instructions, role play: solutions from a point of view
*Listening* - following instructions
*Writing* - describing an object
*Grammar* - Definite and indefinite articles
*Vocabulary* - Travel and transport

**The Shape of Things to Come - Instant Workbook**
*Vocabulary* - Words and definitions

**Global Bicycle Thieves - Instant Lesson**
*Reading* - Predicting from the headline, completing a table of information, true, false or not given questions
*Speaking* - Expressing opinions
*Vocabulary* - Guessing meanings from context, words as nouns and verbs, word forms

Extra Help for Teachers

**Articles – an hotel? - Anna Grammar**
*Grammar* - articles

---

**Hong Kong’s colourful rickshaws reach end of road**
This lesson looks at technology, tradition, culture and progress. Practise sentence transformations and organising ideas for an argumentative essay. It is inevitable that as technology develops so traditional culture must be lost. What do you think?

**Skills:** Grammar - prepositions, answering True, False or Not Given, sentence transformations, an argumentative Task 2 essay, completing a summary.

* Selfaccess resources can be provided to your students as part of a Gold or Silver annual membership.

For more information go to http://www.selfaccess.com or email us sales@english-to-go.com